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Winnicentrics 
The Newsletter of the Winnipeg Centre of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada  

Upcoming Events 
 
Next meeting 
February 10, 2017 
 
Penumbral Lunar Eclipse at 
Moonrise (full moon) 
February 10 
 
Members’ Observing Night 
February 11 (weather permitting) 
 
Oak Hammock Marsh Astronomy 
Night 
February 16th, 7:00pm 
 
Venus at Greatest Ilumination 
(mag –4.8) 
February 17 
 
U of M Open House 
6:30 pm 
394 University College 
February 22 
 
New Moon 
February 26 
 
 
 

 

        FebFebFeFebruary 2017 

2017 RASC National Service Award 
 

For those of you who aren’t on the RASC email list and have not heard 
this news before, it is my pleasure to announce that our friend, Gerry 
Smerchanski, has been awarded the 2017 RASC National Service 
Award.  
 
Gerry’s award is most deserved.  His indefatigable efforts to spread 
his love of astronomy within the community is unmatched.  Whether 
you need help at an event or just an extra hand to help collimate your 
telescope, he is always available. 
 
He joins previous National Service Award winners, Jay Anderson 
(2014) and Stan Runge (2004).  We are very fortunate indeed to have 
them all in our Centre. 

 
 

 
7:00 pm: Beginner’s Session:  
 “Tides in the Solar System”  - Mick Rice 
 
7:30 pm: Regular session 
   Announcements - Jay Anderson 
   What’s Up?  - Bryan Stach 
   What’s New? - Ian Cameron 
8:30 pm: Break for coffee and refreshments  
                  (donations gratefully accepted) 
 
9:00 pm: Guest Speaker, Jay Anderson: The Astronomy of Babylon 
Outline:  
 The civilizations of Sumer, Babylon, and Assyria developed a rich astro-

nomical culture that stretched for more than two millennia before being 
absorbed by the Persian Empire around 550 BC and the Greek Empire a 
century later. The three founding cultures, but primarily Babylon, gave 
us the zodiac, the first constellations, predictions of planetary positions 
and eclipses, all preserved in inscribed clay cuneiform tablets. This talk 
will outline the structure and techniques of the astronomical achieve-
ments of this important Mesopotamian legacy.  

  

Regular meetings of the Winnipeg Centre are held in the Robert B. Schultz lecture thea-
tre in St. John’s College at the University of Manitoba. The theatre is on the lower 
(basement) floor of the College. Meetings are usually held on the second Friday of each 
month from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. After the meetings, members who wish to do so usually 
retire for pizza and more conversation about astronomical subjects. The June meeting is 
not held at St. John’s College but is instead a barbeque at either a member’s house or at 
Glenlea. 
 
Meeting dates and meeting places may be adjusted during exam times and during 
Bomber home games or stadium events. 

February Meeting Schedule 
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Executive Council 
 
Winnipeg Centre Officers 

& Volunteers 
 
President:   
Brenden Petracek 
 
Vice-President:   
Bryan Stach 
 
Secretary:  
Vacant 
 
Treasurer:  
Stan Runge 
 
Past President:  
Jay Anderson 
 
Councillors: 
Kevin Galka 
Ralph Croning 
Meghan Ostrum 
Mick Rice 
Paul Paradis 
 
National Representative: 
Rolando Martin 
Dennis Lyons 
 
SWSP Organizer: 
Silvia Graca 
 
Webmaster: 
Julius Lopez-Garcia 
 
Winnicentrics Editor: 
Mike Karakas 
mkarakas@mts.net 
 
Winnicentrics is published 
10 times each year by the 
Winnipeg Centre, RASC. 
Winnicentrics is produced 
by and for the members of 
the Winnipeg Centre. Any 
opinions expressed are 
those of the author. If you 
have comments, questions, 
o r  c o n c e r n s  a b o u t 
Winnicentrics, you can con-
tact any of the councillors 
above, or write to: 
 

RASC, Winnipeg Centre, 
Box 2694,  

Winnipeg, MB, R3C 4B3. 

Editor’s Message 
 
Welcome to the February issue. 
 
I wish to thank you all for your kind 
words of support on my first attempt as 
Editor with last month’s  Winnicentrics.   
Please also accept my sincerest grati-
tude for all who have generously an-
swered my call for article and image 
submissions (for this issue and in future 
ones).   This newsletter is truly the result 
of efforts by our collective membership.   
 
For those of you who attended our last 
meeting, Dr. Ed Cloutis gave a wonderful 
presentation on his work on the OSIRIS-
REx mission, and how his Canadian 
team, including those at the U of W, are 
making critical contributions to this fas-
cinating mission. 
 
Dr. Cloutis, who is a Winnipeg RASC 
member, also has written an article for 
us.  It builds on the efforts of his Winni-
peg team, but this time their contribu-
tions will be made to the next genera-
tion of the Mars Rover!  Truly impres-
sive. 
 
Cathy Davis, in Classical Glass, writes 
about her classic telescope, which is ar-
guably the cutest scope ever produced - 
the Edmund Astroscan.  
 
Kevin Galka continues with his new as-
trophotography column. 
 
Ralph Croning gets us up close and per-
sonal with thin section meteorites. 
 
Abdul takes us back in time with his 
“This Month in History” column …. 
“wow, time really does fly by!” 
 
Bryan Stach invites us to attend the Oak 
Hammock Marsh Astronomy Nights. 

WHO, WHERE, WHEN? 

President’s Message 
 
Oh, hello! 
 
Apparently I'm the new President of the 
Winnipeg RASC.  I wasn't able to be at 
the election, as I've been off travelling on 
the other side of the world.  I'm unsure if 
there was any controversy or fanfare, 
but I can only assume that my subtle 
ploy of offering to take the job has paid 
off! 
 
In all seriousness, I'm very much looking 
forward to this term.  Working with the 
Winnipeg Centre council has been a re-
warding experience every step of the 
way.  There are some efforts that I would 
like to focus on in the next couple of 
years: 
 
- Public outreach, with more of an em-
phasis on sidewalk astronomy; 
 
- Using the National RASC fund to bring 
in speakers; 
 
- Working with organisations outside the 
RASC for events; 
 
- Finding better and consistent ways to 
advertise our events; 
 
- Building the first fully functional under-
water observatory at Glenlea; and 
 
- Expanding Dark Sky Preserve efforts. 
 
If you have any thoughts on this (or any-
thing in general), feel free to reach out to 
me at any time via email at 
brendenp@gmail.com. 
 
Here's to a great 2017! 
 
Brenden Petracek 
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This Month in History 
Abdul Al Manni 

 
55 Years Ago – 1962 
February 8: Tiros 4 launched by Thor Delta, 7:43 a.m., EST, Cape Canaveral, Fla. 
February 20: Mercury Atlas 6 (MA-6), Friendship 7 launched, with astronaut John H. Glenn, 9:47:39 a.m., the first American to 
orbit the earth, Cape Canaveral, Fla. 
February 27: Discoverer 38 (Corona Mission 9030) launched by Thor, Vandenberg AFB. The last Discoverer named Corona mis-
sion. 
 
50 Years Ago – 1967 
February 4: Lunar Orbiter 3 launched by Atlas Agena, 8:17 p.m., EST, Cape Canaveral, Fla. 
February 8: Diademe 1 launched by Diamant A, Hammaguir, Algeria, French satellite. 
February 15: Diademe 2 launched by Diamant A, Hammaguir, Algeria, French satellite. 
 
45 Years Ago – 1972 
February 14: USSR launches Luna 20 (Lunik 20) at 03:27:59 UTC by Proton K from Baikonur which soft lands on the Moon four 
days later.  A rotary-percussion drill retrieved samples from the surface which were returned to Earth by capsule on February 25. 
 
40 Years Ago -1977 
February 7: USSR launches Soyuz-24 from Baikonur. Cosmonauts: Viktor V.Gorbatko and Yuri N.Glazkov.  Ferry flight to Salyut-5 
space station. 
February 18: Enterprise, the first space shuttle orbiter, was flight tested at Dryden Flight Research Center. 
 
35 Years Ago – 1982 
February 25: Westar IV launched by Delta, 7:04 p.m., EST, Cape Canaveral, Fla. 
 
30 Years Ago – 1987 
February 5: Soyuz TM-2 launched from Baikonur, 2138 Moscow time, Yuri V. Romanenko and Aleksandr I. Laveykin docked with 
space station Mir. Romanenko established world space record of 326 days in space. 
February 12: SDS launched by Titan 34D for DOD, l0:40 p.m., PST, Vandenberg AFB. 
February 26: GOES 7 launched by Delta, 6:05 p.m., EST, Cape Canaveral, Fla. 
 
20 Years Ago – 1997 
February 10: Russia launches Soyuz TM-25 aboard a Soyuz-U rocket from Baikonur. Cosmonauts: Vasili V. Tsibliyev, Aleksandr I. 
Latuzkin, Reinhold Ewald (Germany).  Ferry flight to space station MIR. 
February 11: STS-82 (Space Shuttle Discovery) launch at 3:55 a.m. EST, KSC. Crew: Kenneth D. Bowersox, Scott J. Horowitz, Mark 
C. Lee, Steven A. Hawley, Gregory J. Harbaugh, Steven L. Smith, and Joseph R. Tanner. Second in a series of planned servicing 
missions to the orbiting Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Landed February 21 at 3:32 am EST, KSC. Mission Duration: 9 days, 23 
hours, 38 minutes. 
February 26: Superbird B1, a Japanese communications satellite, and Arabsat 1C, a Saudi Arabian communications satellite were 
launched at 23:58:10 UTC using the Ariane-44L launch vehicle from the Kourou Space Center, French Guiana. 
 
15 Years Ago – 2002 
February 5: HESSI (High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager) solar flare observatory launched at 3:58 PM EDT by a Pegasus XL 
rocket which was released from a L-1011 aircraft flying out of the Cape Canaveral AFS. Renamed Reuven Ramaty High Energy 
Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) on March 29, 2002. 
February 23: Launch of Intelsat 904 aboard an Ariane 44L from Kourou, French Guiana at 07:00 UTC. 
 
10 Years Ago – 2007 
February 17: THEMIS 1, THEMIS 2, THEMIS 3, THEMIS 4, and THEMIS 5, a fleet of 
nearly identical NASA magnetospheric satellites were launched by a Delta 2 from Cape 
Canaveral at 23:01 UTC on 17 February 2007.  As part of Time History of Events and 
Macroscale Interactions during Substorms or THEMIS, they are designed to track the 
origins of sub-storms within the Earth’s magnetic field, which produce auroras. 
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Winnipeg and the next NASA Mars Rover 
Dr. Ed Cloutis 

 
 
The next planned rover mission to Mars by NASA, called, for now Mars 2020, is schedule for launch in 2020 and arriving 
at Mars in 2021.  One of its main science goals is to search for evidence of past or present life.  Like its predecessor, the 
Curiosity rover, it carries a suite of different scientific instruments. For two of the selected instruments, MastCam-Z and 
SuperCam, the University of Winnipeg is part of both Instrument Science Teams.  
 
At the University of Winnipeg is HOSERLab (Hyperspectral Optical Sensing for Extraterrestrial Research Laboratory).  It’s 
a state-of-the-art facility that allows us to simulate the surface conditions of Mars and expose things to these condi-
tions.  It’s a pretty unique facility which is why we are able to play a key role in supporting the Mars 2020 mission. 
 
MastCam-Z and SuperCam are both what are termed spectrometers - essentially, they are cameras that can image 
their surroundings in multiple wavelengths (think of them as being digital cameras on steroids).  Both instruments will 
be used to determine the composition of rocks and soils as the rover moves across the surface, searches for evidence 
of past or present life, and also helps select samples for caching that may eventually be brought back to Earth by a fu-
ture mission, so both instruments are essential for enabling the rover to achieve its science objectives. 
 
Mars 2020 instrument calibration 
 
Like all scientific instruments, they need to be calibrated.  In an analogous manner to how one adjusts the exposure of 
a camera to get a properly colour-balanced shot, we need to do the same thing with MastCam-Z and SuperCam.  For 
Mars 2020 this is done by pointing the instruments at calibration targets mounted on the rover whose spectral proper-
ties are known, having been measured before launch.  The calibration targets include white and coloured materials and 
geological samples (which I'll talk about more below).  
 
Whatever calibration targets we choose have to be tough and stable.  They need to survive the gravitational force and 
vibrations of launch, the vacuum and cold of space on the way to Mars, and the low temperatures, temperature cycles 
and solar irradiation on the surface of Mars.  Their light-reflecting properties also shouldn't change from the time they 
are placed on the rover to the time the mission ends. 
 
Because HOSERLab has the capability to expose materials to vacuum and Mars surface conditions, our current role in 
the mission is to test possible calibration targets and see how stable they are, both physically and spectrally. 
 
We have just come to the end of a testing cycle, where we exposed a suite of possible calibration targets to about 1 
month of vacuum followed by a month of Mars surface conditions.  What we found was both expected and unex-
pected. Physically, the potential calibration targets all survived these tests.  One additional test we performed was to 
expose the calibration targets to Mars surface conditions plus ultraviolet irradiation.  Because Mars's atmosphere does 
not have a protective ozone layer like the Earth, Mars' surface gets bathed in intense ultraviolet irradiation. 
 
What we found to our surprise, is that the white calibration targets that we used and that were exposed to Mars condi-
tions PLUS ultraviolet irradiation turned yellow or brown, while the samples exposed to Mars surface conditions WITH-
OUT ultraviolet irradiation did not change colour.  This initially puzzled us. 
 
After doing some digging into the scientific literature and discussing this with colleagues, we finally figured out why this 
is.  Organic compounds are all around us.  Some, like methane, are volatile and present in the atmosphere.  Even 
though we thoroughly cleaned the calibration targets before placing them in the environment chamber they were still 
exposed to organic compounds in the atmosphere.  These compounds can "stick" to the calibration targets through a 
process called adsorption. 

 
 

Continued on page 5 
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It turns out that if the calibration targets are exposed to organic compounds AND bathed in ultraviolet light, the or-
ganic compounds that are on the calibration targets change their composition.  They turn from compounds that are 
transparent into new compounds that are coloured and which we can then see. 
 
So what does this mean for using these calibration targets on the Mars rover?  Well, things aren't as dire as they ap-
pear.  Firstly, when the rover is in transit to Mars, it will be exposed to the vacuum of space, and this will suck out the 
organic compounds that may have gotten onto the targets.  Second, the Martian atmosphere contains almost no or-
ganic compounds, so we expect, but aren't 100% sure, that the calibration targets will maintain their optical and spec-
tral properties over the life of the mission. 
 
However, the Martian surface is dusty, and it is certain that the reddish-brown Martian dust will gradually accumulate 
on the targets changing their spectral properties.  That is something I'll discuss in a future article. 
 
Getting back to the strength of the calibration targets. Other labs are testing the mechanical stability of the potential 
calibration targets, subjecting them to swings in temperature and vibration.  While these tests are ongoing, it looks like 
our suite of potential calibration targets are passing their tests, but not all with flying colours.  Fortunately, we have 
multiple options for the white and colour targets and are confident that we will be able to come up with targets that 
are mechanically and spectrally stable, allowing MastCam-Z and SuperCam to produce high-quality calibrated data. 
 
Geological calibration targets: Canadian rocks to Mars? 
 
One of the things that SuperCam will be able to do is zap a target of interest on Mars with a laser, vapourizing a tiny 
part of the target, which appears as a sudden burst of light, termed a plasma.  The plasma contains information about 
the elements that make up the target. This operating mode is called Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy, or LIBS. 
As with the white and coloured calibration targets, LIBS requires that the rover be equipped with calibration targets 
whose elemental compositions are known. We have convinced the SuperCam team that they need to consider two 
types of minerals that would help with SuperCam calibration, but which hadn't yet been considered: serpentine and 
ilmenite.  
 
As of right now, we have selected possible serpentine and ilmenite samples that will be tested for suitability as calibra-
tion targets over the next two months. Both are from Canada (Quebec) and if they are selected for flight, we'll be send-
ing Canadian rocks to Mars! In future newsletters ,I'll provide updates on this work as well. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

continued on page 6 

Schematic view of the NASA Mars 2020 
rover. The SuperCam and MastCam-Z instru-
ments are mounted on the rover's mast 
(upper right part of the image). The calibra-
tion targets for the instrument are mounted 
at an angle on the rover deck (lower left part 
of the image).  
 
Image source: http://mars.nasa.gov/
mars2020/mission/rover/  
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
 

For more information about the Mars 2020 rover mission, visit the mission's home page at: http://mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/mission/
rover/  
 
For more information about the University of Winnipeg's HOSERLab, visit the facility's home page at: http://psf.uwinnipeg.ca  

A schematic view of SuperCam and the calibration targets. 
They will be mounted on an inclined surface of the rover so 
that they can be seen by SuperCam and to minimize the accu-
mulation of dust.  
 
From: "The SuperCam Remote Sensing Instrument Suite for 
Mars 2020", by R.C. Wiens et al. (2016) Lunar and Planetary 
Science Conference, 47, abstract #1322.  
 
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2016/pdf/1322.pdf  

A view of the larger Mars simulation chamber ("big-ME) 
located in the University of Winnipeg's HOSERLab.  
 
Image courtesy of Ed Cloutis 
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Classical Glass 
 

The Edmund Astroscan 
Cathy Davis  

 
“Wake up, it’s time to go for a drive …” When I was a kid in the 70s & 80s, those words and a shake of my shoulder meant 
that an astronomy adventure was about to begin.  Whenever there was a cool astronomical happening, my dad would 
wake me up, bundle me and the telescope into the car, and head off to the nearest dark skies we could find.  Those were 
wonderful hours of learning and bonding.  My dad taught me to use averted vision to see greater areas of the sky and 
fainter objects within it.  Over the years, we saw innumerable meteors, Saturn’s rings, Jupiter and its moons, incredible 
lunar detail, and more. 
 
My favourite memory is of observing Halley’s Comet during its 1986 apparition (when Earth and the comet were less-than-
ideally on opposite sides of the sun).  We were so excited: the famous comet would be visible!   This would be the only 
chance to see it in our lifetime!  Dad found the target, took a long look then let me peek into the eyepiece.  And I saw … a 
blob.  Greyish.  No discernible tail.  Not even that bright.  It was profoundly underwhelming. I guess the look on my face 
said it all because we both started laughing and all my dad said was, “Well, now we can say we’ve seen it.  Let’s go home.” 
 
The third companion of our stellar Fellowship was a little, red, fat-bellied telescope – the Edmund Scientific Astroscan. The 
Samwise Gamgee of instruments, the Astroscan was simple, competent, and reliable.  Its humble looks belied quite decent 
optics and a rugged, idiot-proof exterior.  It was the only thing (human or otherwise) that was ever permitted to sit on the 
trunk of my dad’s car and risk scratching the paint.  While I’ve never been brave enough to punt mine into the yard, ac-
counts abound on forums of Astroscans emerging unscathed after toppling off decks and being dropped by children. 
 
Edmund Scientific began selling the Astroscan in 1976.  Fast forward 40 years and user enthusiasm still runs deep for this 
quirky scope.  People who own an Astroscan tend to hang on to them.  There are dozens of blog posts and threads about 
the Astroscan, and a cadre of devoted fans (and detractors, to be fair, but this isn’t an article about them!).  Following 
these digital crumbs, I made email contact this past January with Astroscan co-designer Norman Sperling - now a university 
professor in California and lifetime member of the RASC - who very graciously answered some of my questions about the 
Astroscan. 
 
Contracted as a consultant by Robert Edmund in 1975, Mr. Sperling wrote the behavioural and optical specifications of Ed-
mund Scientific’s new telescope venture.  Mr. Sperling says that he spent years “observing observers observing” and no-
ticed what frustrated users.  A 2011 post about the Astroscan on Mr. Sperling’s “Everything in the Universe” blog points out 
the shortcomings of many consumer telescopes offered in the 1970s: “Telescope setup took frustratingly long, mountings 
were clumsy and shaky with narrow pivot points and long overhangs, eyepieces were tough to squint through, and views 
were underwhelmingly faint and dull.” 
 
So, Mr. Sperling honed in on a concept that would offer a shorter set up time, a wide exit pupil, bright contrast, and be 
lightweight with few moving parts.  And he wanted it to be inexpensive for the beginner astronomer.  These details be-
came key elements of his Newtonian rich-field telescope design.  It was a hit!  The initial production run of 3,000 sold out 
so quickly that Edmund Scientific had to find new eyepiece sources; the early run of scopes had been using army surplus 
eyepieces.  
 
Furthermore, the scope went on to win a 1976 Industrial Design Award.  In the words of Mr. Sperling: 
 
“Astroscan’s popularity astounded Edmund Scientific and boggled me. I had assured Robert Edmund that people who 
bought it would like it, but I never told him that many would buy it.  I recognized how 4” f/4 RFTs hit a sweet spot. But, 
along with noticing that, I heeded the famous slogan “form follows function:” behavioral design comes before physical de-
sign. I proposed how the new scope should behave, including many factors that no one else addressed.” 
 
 

Continued on  page 8 
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Mr. Sperling also credits that attention to behavioral design with the Astroscan’s unflagging popularity through the years: “I 
have never thought that this is the only solution, just that it is one good one,” he explains. “Other makers have imitated and 
adapted Astroscan, but they clearly never understood why it worked well. I remain amazed at their absence of behavioral 
design, even after I described why and how.” 
 
The Astroscan was in production by Edmund Scientific (and later, VWR and Scientifics Direct) from 1976 until 2013, selling 
some 90,000 instruments.  And then they broke the mold.  Literally.  It broke.  A decision was made to not produce a new 
mold. It seemed to be the end of the classic Astroscan-type design. Or, was it? 
 
In 2015, Mr. Sperling launched a Kickstarter campaign for a new telescope called Bright-Eye®.  This new scope follows the 
time (and sales) tested principles that made the Astroscan so popular, filling a gap in the entry-level beginning scope market.   
Mr. Sperling writes: 
 
“That’s why I decided to rework and update the design after the trademark-holder stopped making them in 2013. To prepare 
for my Kickstarter, I designed a factory-made version. I have only sold enough for craft-level production, so I had to com-
pletely re-design the way it’s made (no expensive molds …).  I’m nearly done producing the Kickstarter batch. Next, I’ll seek 
ways to scale up sales and distribution to justify factory-scale production. I’m also developing items that can be used in tan-
dem with either Astroscans or Bright-Eyes.” 
 
 

My childhood Astroscan lives with me now, after my dad passed away in 2013.  While I 
don’t have the original documentation, I still have the one included original eyepiece - 
and the squat cradle-style base.  In a pinch, I could have followed the example of other 
inventive users and subbed in anything from a plastic salad bowl to a large metal dog 
dish! 
 
Recent viewings of the moon were delightful: crisp, clean edges and excellent focus – 
though the manual tracking kept me hopping as the moon sailed through the field of 
view.  This past December, squeezed in between bouts of cloud and bone-shattering 
cold, I took the Astroscan out on the deck for a quick DSO spin.  I wanted to see how 
M42 appeared in the Astroscan vs a 9.25” SCT - hardly fair, but I wanted to see how 
different they were (used a 40mm Plossl for each scope).  
 
I actually didn’t realize at first that I had hit my target.  While I couldn’t see nebulosity, 
the Astroscan treated me to a beautiful view of a string of paired stars.  Google ever so 
helpfully suggested this grouping as including Theta Orionis, Iota Orionis, Struve 747, 
and Struve 745.  I’d never had my attention drawn to just these stars before, always 
being distracted by the nebula itself.  Though obviously not the biggest and fanciest 
scope out there, the venerable Astroscan still gives a unique and enjoyable viewing ex-
perience. 
 
It was a pleasure to discover that my Astroscan still seemed to be collimated.  Or, at 
least, not so badly out of whack to prevent viewing.  Not too shabby for a 37-year old 
piece of tech!  I am somewhat concerned about the foam degradation and mirror sag 
that I’d read about, but I’m not brave enough to take mine apart (Gary Seronik has 
posted excellent information online about collimating an Astroscan). 
 
While no serial number appears on my Astroscan’s body, there is a tiny handwritten 
“7189” sticker on the inside of the focusing tower.  According to Mr. Sperling, that 
number puts production of my father’s scope in 1979.  Coincidentally, Mr. Sperling also 
happened to be in Manitoba that year and decided to stay to watch the total solar 
eclipse in a certain little town. Which town you ask?  In Sperling, Manitoba of course! 
 
 

Continued on page 9 

A revitalized look for a classic scope! 
The Bright-Eye (2015) 

The Original Edmund  
Astroscan Reflector 
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Handwritten Serial Number 

40-year old Edmund Scientific advertise-
ment for the type of 28mm eyepiece in-
cluded with my Astroscan. 

My memories of this little scope can be summed up by J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Return 
of the King, and Sam Gamgee’s response to the magic evoked by stargazing - even 
with the humblest of instruments: “There, peeping among the cloud-wrack above 
a dark tor high up in the mountains, Sam saw a white star twinkle for a while. The 
beauty of it smote his heart … and hope returned to him.” 
 
Specifications 

4 1/8” clear aperture Newtonian Rich Field reflector 
105 mm primary mirror 
445mm focal length f/4.2 
Clear glass window at front of OTA holds secondary mirror in place, keeps out 

much debris & dust, designed to maintain permanent collimation* 
Molded ABS plastic body 
Metal drawtube focuser (rubber roller) 
28mm FL Kellner eyepiece** 
Aluminum base cradle 
Snazzy nylon shoulder strap for carrying the scope, and hands-free access to 

the focuser knobs during standing viewing 
 
*With debatable success, depending who’s posting on Cloudy Nights. 
**Not the RKE eyepiece that Edmund Scientific designed and produced after the 
initial stash of army surplus eyepieces ran out 
 
Sources: 
N. Sperling (personal communication, January 15, 2017) 
N. Sperling http://www.everythingintheuniv.com/blogs/norman-sperling 
Bright-Eye® Telescopes: http://everythingintheuniverse.com/blog/draft-for-bright-eye
-manual 
http://www.petealbrecht.com/blog/blog.htm 
http://eyesonthesky.com/Blog/tabid/80/EntryId/176/Double-and-multiple-stars-in-
Orions-Sword.aspx 
 
Additional Online Reading: 
http://www.toptenreviews.com/home/science/best-telescopes-for-beginners/
astroscan-plus-review/ 
http://www.cloudynights.com/topic/424354-how-can-you-tell-if-you-have-an-early-
astroscan/ 
http://www.dansdata.com/astroscan.htm 
http://garyseronik.com/how-to-collimate-an-astroscan/ 

Close Up of Original 28mm 
Eyepiece 
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I’d just like to start by saying welcome to my regular “column” in Winnicentrics. While mainly geared towards imaging, there 
may be times when I’ve had a particularly pleasant evening looking through the eyepiece that I’ll end up sharing.  
 
Last month I did a piece about the use of online telescopes and Slooh.com. This month is a bit of a carryover and, in the proc-
ess, I’ll cover an aspect of astrophotography that’s often overlooked.  At the time of last month’s article, I had just renewed 
my membership with Slooh and hadn’t collected much data using their remote telescopes.  For the past month, I’ve used 
them quite a bit and, taking into account bad weather, full moon, and maintenance of the scopes, I managed to image 46 
individual targets.  Considering not once did I have to lug any gear outside in the freezing cold, I’d say that’s pretty darn 
good!  Remember though, these aren’t like images taken with your own camera… each imaging run is limited in time.  
 
Before I jump into the meat and potatoes of this article, I’d like to make a quick mention about one scope I didn’t really cover 
last month because I hadn’t used it up to that point.  The scope is Canary Islands Dome 1 and it has since become my favor-
ite.  There’s a two-fold reason for this…first is the equipment itself: a 20” PlaneWave CDK scope using an FLI ProLine PL09000 
ccd camera.  This is the stuff my dreams are made of!  Secondly, this scope offers more imaging time per reservation/
session.  While the other scopes offer 50 seconds per channel ((L)uminance, (R)ed, (G)reen, and (B)lue) per session, Canary 
Islands Dome 1 offers three 60 second L frames and 60 seconds on each of the RGB frames.  It may not seem like much over 
the course of a night, but that’s part of the trade off, though it does add up over time.  Now on with the show… 
 

How is it done? 
 
We all know astrophotography is about long exposures, but often we’re mislead that with short exposures you can’t get 
good pictures.  I’d like to try and dispel that way of thinking by first starting off with a few examples then explain how they 
were obtained. 
 

NGC 4038, The Antennae Galax-
ies, imaged from Canary Islands 
Dome 1 for a total of 9x60 sec-
onds L and 3x60 seconds RGB 
(taken over 3 sessions). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued on page 11 

Digital Journeys 
Kevin Galka  
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Centaurus A, NGC 5128, imaged from 
Chile, for a total of 100 seconds in each 
channel (LRGB) (taken over 2 sessions). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

While certainly there are better images of these targets, for the amount of imaging time invested in each, it’s quite amazing 
… at least I think so!  There’s a multitude of factors at work with these final images and I’m going to break it down, while 
showing that you don’t always need long exposures. 
 
I’m going to start with defining a few terms, to experienced imagers I apologize, but to somebody new I hope it will make it 
easier to follow and perhaps demystify astrophotography a little.   
 
Data: information gathered from a digital camera  
Signal: good data that you want on an image … i.e., a galaxy or stars 
Noise: bad data on an image, caused by many factors such as heat, transfer of information from the chip… often random in 
nature 
Subs: individual images\exposures from the camera 
Stacking: “adding” up individual subs for an equivalent longer exposure (or very close to it). Increases signal over noise 
Binning: combining smaller groups of pixels to equal one larger one (2x2 or 3x3). The result is equal to a larger pixel ccd at a 
loss of resolution… in a simplistic way, pixels are like wells and photons like rain, bigger wells catch more rain. 
FITS: image file format typically used for scientific imaging 
 
Now that I’ve covered a few terms, let me explain how those examples were created.  
 
Starting at the beginning, the data was obtained from remote telescope … 20” CDK for NGC 4038 and 14” Celestron for NGC 
5128. The individual subs on each of the pictures are quite short, 60 seconds and 50 seconds respectively yet there is a fair 
amount of data in each of the subs. This is achieved by hardware binning the images … the ccds on the larger scopes are all 
binned at 3x3. This gives the effective pixel size of 36 microns for the 20” CDK and 27 microns for the 14” Celestron … com-
pare that to your average home DSLR at around 4.5 microns! 
 
After the images are taken, I am emailed a link with the fits files which I save to my computer. I then stack each of the chan-
nels, L R G B, separately, save each as a tiff file and import them into Photoshop to work on. A big part of the “magic” in get-
ting the final result is to finesse the data in post processing but again, you need decent data to start with. There’s an old say-
ing about you can’t get something or other from Shinola … I can’t remember exactly how It goes, but I’m sure some of you 
may have heard it. The same can be said of astrophotography, you’re limited to what you can do with the data you have. I’m 
not going to go through the processing technics today, but I’ll cover them in future articles.  
 
The two examples I used were pretty extreme when it comes to equipment and the data gathered from them, but I wanted 
to show a good way to experience some imaging if you’re unable to get out on your own. I also wanted to show how you 
can get good images with short exposures, and even with your own equipment, you can obtain decent results. 
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NWA 267 H4 Chondrite  
A Thin Section Study, in Cross-Polarized Light (X-Pol) 

Ralph A. Croning 
 

 
Hunting and collecting meteorites is a passion of mine, but I also enjoy examining them closely, especially in thin sec-
tions, under a microscope at 40x in cross-polarized light.  
 
Cross-polarized light reveals the interference colors and this method is used to identify the minerals present. In a nut-
shell, most mineral crystals are anisotropic (or birefringent), which means that their refractive index will differ when 
measured in different directions.  When a beam of light enters this type of crystal, it is doubly refracted and exits as 
two beams.  
 
Two polarizers are used, one at the light source before the specimen, and one above the specimen before it enters the 
microscope objective.  The second polarizer, also known as the analyzer, recombines the beams in what is known as 
constructive and destructive interference.  
 
For further reading on that, follow this link: 
https://www.microscopyu.com/techniques/polarized-light/polarized-light-microscopy  
 
For now, we do not have to be geologists to enjoy the hidden beauty in thin sections, especially those of meteorites.  
For the purpose of this article, I have used a thin section from the NWA 267 (NorthWest Africa) H4 Chondrite.   
 
Radial Pyroxene Chondrule 
Prominent in this image is a Radial Pyroxene Chondrule.  In this type of chondrule the pyroxene crystal growth radiates 
from a single point.  Also seen in the chondrule are shock veins caused by impacts in space. 
 

    
 
 
 

 
Continued on page 13 
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Shock Veins 
In this image one can see some beautiful veins that were caused by impact shock and later filled by iron oxide. On ei-
ther side of the veins are shattered Barred Chondrules.  These chondrules, when intact, are among the most beautiful 
as they contain olivine and are most colorful under X-Pol light.  At the top left of the image is a nice Porphyritic Pyrox-
ene Chondrule.  Slightly to the right of that and lower down is a Porphyritic Olivine Pyroxene Chondrule.  All the other 
colorful minerals are remnants of shattered chondrules. 
 

   
 
Mystery Crystal 
This image is of a mineral crystal that I have yet to identify.  Its color suggests that it is composed largely of olivine. Yet 
the crystal structure seems to be that of hornblende, as suggested by many sources.  Either way it’s really pretty, so 
let’s enjoy it for what it is.  
 
The large chondrule to its right is a Granular Olivine Pyroxene Chondrule that has been broken into four neat pieces. 

     
Continued on page 14 
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Petrographic microscopes and my DIY unit 
Petrographic microscopes, which are equipped with built-in polarizers, are very complex instruments and quite expen-
sive.  The lowest cost I could find for one is around $1,500 - a bit too rich for my taste.   I own two binocular micro-
scopes, one is a stereo zoom and one is a compound.   I did a quick and easy DIY set-up that made use of two old pho-
tography linear polarizers I had.  It can be a bit clumsy but it did the intended job without breaking the bank.  
 
Here is a close-up of the microscope and polarizers.  The thin section slide sits under the top polarizer, on the slide 
stage. 

   Petrographic Microscope 
 
 
Any questions may be directed to me through the RASC Wpg. email list. 
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Oak Hammock Marsh *Astronomy Night* 
Bryan Stach 

 
Oak Hammock Marsh hosts an Astronomy Night, which is held 
every third Thursday of each month.  It is hosted by the  
Jacques Bourgeois, OHM’s Promotion and Marketing Coordi-
nator, and is open to both members and non-members of 
OHM.    
 
The fee is $5 for members and $10 for non-members, how-
ever the fee is waived for RASC volunteers who bring a tele-
scope to help out with the event. 
 
The evening starts at 7 p.m., which consist of an indoor pres-
entation followed by outdoor observing at 9 p.m.  Jacques 
begins each session which is usually followed by one of the 
RASC members doing the main presentation.  As you can see, 
the events are quite well attended and educational for all. 
 
Afterwards, the public is directed to the roof for a tour of the 
night sky and chance to view what was discussed through a 
telescope.  RASC members assist by bringing their own tele-
scope and setting it up on the roof.  It’s a great way to pass on 
your experience and knowledge of the night sky and a very 
worthwhile experience.   Please check out OHM’s website for 
more information of upcoming events. 
 
http://www.oakhammockmarsh.ca/experience/events/ 
 
 
 

 

Evening Presentation 

Roof Top Observing 

Next Open House: 
 

Wednesday, February 22, 2017 
6:30 pm 

394 University College 
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M13 (NGC 6205), The Hercules 
Globular Cluster 
Image taken with the following 
settings: 
Focal ratio: f/8 
ISO speed: 800 
Focal length: 300mm 
Exposure: 135 subs  each 25 
sec, totaling of 56 min 
 
Photo by Richard Konrad 

M31, Andromeda Galaxy 
Image taken with the follow-
ing settings: 
Focal ratio: f/8 
ISO speed: 400 
Focal length: 300mm 
Exposure: 225 subs  each 15 
sec, totaling of 56 min 
 
Photo by Richard Konrad  
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Moon, Venus and Mars 
 
Photo by Bill Krosney 

Moon, Venus and Mars 
 
Photo by Bill Krosney  
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Leo Triplet (M65, M66, 
NGC3628) 
 
Image taken with the following 
settings: 
Telescope: William Optics Star 
71 
Mount: HEQ5 
Camera: Canon 60DA 
ISO speed: 3200 
Exposure: 30 subs  each 3 min, 
totaling of 90 min 
 
Photo by Sheila Wiwchar  

IC 405 (The Flaming Star    
Nebula and IC 410 
 
Image taken with the         
following settings: 
Telescope: William Optics Star 
71 
Mount: HEQ5 
Camera: Canon 60DA 
ISO speed: 6400 
Exposure: 30 subs  each 3 
min, totaling of 90 min 
 
Photo by Sheila Wiwchar  
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Finding the Observatory 
 

The Winnipeg Centre maintains 
a working observatory and 
warm room at the University of 
Manitoba’s Research Farm. The 
observatory contains a 30 cm 
Meade telescope on a fork 
mounting. Members of the 
Centre may sign out the use of 
this telescope provided they 
have first taken a short instruc-
tion course on its use.  
 
The Meade provides out-
standing views of the night sky. 
Its large aperture collects more 
than 1800 times as much light 
as the human eye. It is capable 
of magnifying more than 500 
times under favourable condi-
tions.  
 
The warm room provides a con-
venient place for members to 
take refuge from winter tem-
peratures and summer mosqui-
toes, or to wait out a passing 
cloud. The building also pro-
vides desk space and lighting 
for planning a night’s observing 
session. A cement pad in front 
of the warm room and observa-
tory provides a convenient 

space to place members’ telescopes while conducting personal observing programs.  
 
Etiquette requires that you approach the observing site with your headlights off if that’s possible on your model 
of car. Headlights should remain off, but you can still use your parking lights to drive. Proceed slowly, and be 
careful about parked cars along the road, or people walk-
ing. If you cannot turn off your headlights, make a card-
board or garbage bag mask to dim the lights. You might 
wish to turn around at the end of the road so that you are 
facing the direction back toward the highway at the end 
of the evening.  
 
Remember to close the gate if you are the last one to 
leave. 
 
Please contact Bryan Stach for observatory bookings. 


